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Autumn 2008:
Sunset of an Old Era, Sunrise of a New One
15 September 2008:
The bankruptcy of Lehman
Brothers forms the climax of
the subprime mortgage crisis
in the US and triggers a chain
reaction across financial
markets worldwide.

(Picture source: euractiv.com)

31 October 2008:
Satoshi Nakamoto publishes a
paper entitled “Bitcoin: A
Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash
System” (https://bitcoin.org/
bitcoin.pdf). Shortly
thereafter, he mines the
genesis block of the first
cryptocurrency.

(Picture source: bitcoin.org)

Systemic Risk Inherent
in Centralised Structures
• The 2007/08 financial crisis exposed huge systemic risks
inherent in legacy capital and financial markets.
• The key risk factor consisted of interlinkages in centralised
systems of interdependent financial intermediaries without
adequate risk control mechanisms.
• The crisis heavily impacted enterprises (especially SMEs)
that rely on bank lending.
• It also brought whole economies to the brink of collapse.
• For years to come, regulators had to operate in a defensive
mode to stabilise dysfunctional centralised structures.

Background: SME Access to Finance
• Over 99 % of all EU enterprises are SMEs (about 25 million).
• They employ two out of every three employees, create 85% of all
new jobs and generate about three-fifth of the EU value-added.
• European SMEs extensively rely on the banking system to access
finance (and to execute payments).
• SME debt financing amounted to about 75 % of all financing at
the start of the 2007/08 financial crisis.
And what has changed by now?
• This percentage has hardly changed (disregarding the current
peak in grants due to Covid-19), despite all efforts.
• The banking system as well as the macroeconomic environment in
which it operates was, is and remains a hotspot of systemic risk.

Centralisation vs. Decentralisation
Centralised financial
structures have been a
recurrent source of systemic
risks with negative spillovers
to the real economy.

Decentralised financial
structures have no such track
record.
They are a solution,
not the problem.

But what about crypto
crime!?

2022 Chainalysis Crypto Crime Report:
„Transactions involving illictit
addresses represented just 0.15 % of
cryptocurrency transactions in 2021 …
the yearly trends suggest that … crime
is becoming a smaller and smaller part
of the cryptocurrency ecosystem.“

Tokenisation Based on Decentralised
Structures Creates Opportunities
SME Financing

Programmable money

• Initial Coin Offerings

• Smart contracts

• Tokenisation of bonds, shares etc.

• M2M payments

Financial inclusion

Tokenised ecosystems

• Digital wallets on mobile devices

• Value-chain management

• P2P lending at local level

• Digitalisation of industries

Global competitiveness

New (global?) currencies

• SME online market access

• CBDCs

• Crowdsourcing of inputs

• Private stablecoins

Prototypical Industrial Ecosystem

Report on EU Innovation Priorities
2016 EPSC report on
EU innovation priorities

(http://www.oecd.org/education/ceri/G
EIS2016-MadelinReport-Full.pdf):

"European Innovation Mission"



"We will make together … bold bets
on change in tricky areas: education,
health, universities, tax; and some
bolder bets on potential breakthrough
technologies, notably genomics, the
brain, distributed ledgers and
quantum.";
Cf. section on "Blockchain and its
application in fintech and beyond"

EU: Green light for the Token Economy
1.

(Post-)Financial Crisis Management 2008-14
Bank Rescue Operations, Banking Regulation, State Aid Modernisation
“Alternative finance”/Crowdfunding 2012 onwards




2.

Emergence of New Initiatives in Parallel 2015-19
Digital Single Market
Capital Markets Union
Start-up and Scale-up Initiative 2016
FinTech Action Plan 2018






3.

Coherent Move towards Digital/Token Economy 2020-24


Digital Strategy February 2020





SME Strategy + European Industrial Strategy March 2020
Digital Finance Strategy September 2020




European Strategy for Data, Artificial Intelligence, …

Markets in Crypto Assets, DLT pilot regime, digital operational resilience, online payments, …

Digital Euro, taxation of crypto assets (DAC 8), Data Act, … yet to come

Essential and Inevitable:
New Approach towards Governance
Top-down

Bottom-up

•

Mature markets

•

Emerging markets

•

Limited number of incumbents

•

No established incumbents

•

Few new competitors

•

Many new competitors

•

Incremental innovation (for more
efficiency)

•

Disruptive innovation (for the
market)

•

Regulation in long cycles

•

Innovation outpaces regulation

•

Regional ringfencing possible

•

Global yet decentralised

 solid, durable structure

 open, fluid approach

Examples:
banking,
securities

Examples:
crowdfunding,
crypto assets,
tokens

Example: (draft) MiCA Regulation
I.

II.

III.

Exemptions
(Article 4)

Crypto Assets
(except Stablecoins +
E-Money Tokens)

Stablecoins +
E-Money Tokens

No regulation

Relatively light
regulation

Comprehensive
regulation (but no
prohibitions)

Examples:
- < € 1 mio/year;
- < 150 investors;
- Bitcoin mining

White Paper sent to
regulator
 EU passport

Why? Potential
problems originate
from outside crypto
domain (e.g.
monetary policy)

Most Urgent Need:
Digital Education/Skills
Which competences do “digital skills” refer to?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Information and Data Literacy
Communication and Collaboration
Digital Content Creation
Safety
Problem Solving (by using digital tools)

(cf. 2016 Digital Competences Framework 2.0: https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/digcomp/digital-competence-framework)

The acquisition of sufficient digital skills is the most important
prerequisite for meaningful market-based action.
This also applies to policy makers/regulators.
 Need for public/private co-learning spaces (sandboxes, education
platforms etc.)

DLT/Blockchain Information Sources
(examples)
EU Blockchain Strategy: https://digitalstrategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/blockchain-strategy.
EU Blockchain Observatory and Forum:
https://www.eublockchainforum.eu/.
INATBA: https://inatba.org/.
European Blockchain Association:
https://europeanblockchainassociation.org/.

Decentralisation continued
… and continued … and continued …
A few buzzwords, in ever shorter sequences:
• Alternative finance
• Peer-to-peer lending
• Crowd-X
• Industry 4.0
• DeFi
• Web 3.0
• Metaverse
• …
 Decentralisation is here to stay, the more so as DLT transfers
the “internet of information” into the “internet of value”.

We are at a critical juncture
We have the tools to move from
experimenting/gaming towards the
creation of meaningful digital
communities that (co-)exist with our
daily physical lives.
This requires decentralised
governance structures, where
opportunities are exploited based on
joint decision making and where
risks are shared by the community,
without attribution to individuals.
Such digital communities may even
resemble (borderless) states, with all
implications thereof.

This reality (illusion/delusion?) is
under threat from 3 sides:
1.
Central authorities defending
their territory/privileges (legacy
system, autocratic states, …);
2.
BigTechs and WannabeBigTechs that pump huge
amounts of money e.g. into the
metaverse with the false
promise of being
„decentralised“; and
3.
The arrogance of some
DeFi/NFT/crypto newbies that
know everything better and do
not want any link with the „old
world“.

Making Decentralised Governance Work:
Elements for discussion
• DLT creates proximity in global spaces. It thus resembles traditional
villages, with all social elements that villages display – including the key
role for trust and social capital.
• Regulators will never again outpace the speed of crypto innovation. They
can only go with the flow, setting boundaries and providing infrastructure
and guidance, not more.
• The absence of regulation is not the absence of rules, and the absence of
individualised responsibility is not the absence of responsibility (the
community matters, not the individual).
• Learning is learning by doing, especially for public entities.
• The relevance of tech rises and falls with the benefits it brings to real
people on the ground. Digital money stinks as much as fiat money does if
it does not lead to democratisation of finance, inclusiveness and improved
living standards.
• We must listen to those that know best. They are called entrepreneurs.

Many thanks for your attention!

More information:
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/index_en

INATBA

International Association for Trusted
Blockchain Applications

BlockStart Policy Conference
February 24 th 2022

Marc Taverner, Executive Director
marc.taverner@inatba.org

INATBA Introduction
Supported by European Commission &
Abu Dhabi Global Market

Reports, papers & events at inatba.org
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Traditional Regulation vs Self Regulation

Central authority acting as the ‘safety’ enforcer

Source: change-climate.com

Traditional Regulation vs Self Regulation

Central authority acting as the ‘safety’ enforcer

Source: change-climate.com

‘Safety’ enforcement devolved

Source: bbc.co.uk

Are top-down regulation and the decentralised
essence of blockchain compatible ?

Blockchain enabled huge innovation &
potential for change
Increase EFFICIENCY of existing models &
processes

NEW trust models, stakeholder
engagement, governance & more…

TRANSPARENCY Analytics tools coupled
with free access to blockchain data
Full list of INATBA members here https://inatba.org/members/

‘Bottom-up’ regulation arguments
§ Blockchain models can have ‘in built’ regulatory approaches as
‘preventative’ measures
§ The Blockchain industry is motivated to ‘self police’ for example:
Ø The industry responds to correct problems & limit market risks , e.g.
2016 DAO hack
Ø Stolen or hacked funds can be identified, tracked, blocked & maybe
eventually returned to owners, e.g. 2016 Bitfinex hack
Ø The community monitors activities and rapidly alerts faults or hacks
to alert users, e.g. Open Sea exploit 2022

‘Top-down’ regulation arguments
§ Sector almost to big to ignore as value of Crypto Currencies rises
above ~$1.75 Tn* Interest in stablecoins creates need for action.
§ Relentless innovation compounding product innovation and risk?
Crypto …ICO…DeFi…NFT….what next – metaverse ??
§ Regulations aim to uphold ‘first principles’: protect consumers,
protect market integrity & balance sheet protection
§ Increasing fears that uneducated consumers are exposed to risks
*source-coinmarketcap.com 23rd Feb 2022
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Over 150 private contributors
collaborating to try and grow the
industry
We do see SOME regulators ready to
adapt. Come join us to work on

Digital Assets
&
Tokenisation

AntiMoney
Money
Anti
Laundering&&
Laundering
KnowYour
Your
Know
Customer
Customer

Decentralised
Finance

Bi-weekly Policy Monitoring in Europe & US

Selection of Regulatory Files in Europe
Markets in Crypto Assets (MiCA)
provides clarity on treatment of
Crypto Assets, Asset Referenced
Tokens & E Money Tokens
together with CSAP in 30
countries in Europe

DLT Pilot (PRR)
Provides a sandbox
for non-licenced operators to
develop blockchain based
applications in 30 countries in
Europe

AML Package
Ongoing work to develop
Regulations to improve
detection of suspicious
transactions & activities and
close ‘laundering’ loopholes
MiCA & TFOFR timelines
linked?

Crypto Taxation
OECD leading global work that may
result in framework for policy
development
DAC8 at the EC could be tied to the
OECD’s work. Both are delayed in
publishing reports

Identity
eIDAS Regulation ongoing
work towards common
technology standards for
wallets and trust services in 30
countries in Europe

Central Banks Digital Currency
BIS ~ 40 members experimenting
Digital Identity framework could be
tied to ECB’s digital Euro in the
future
ECB = prototype in 2023?

All data sourced from INATBA’s Bi-weekly Policy Updates provided to INATBA members on a best efforts basis

INATBA’s work on MiCA
Finance Working Group led a detailed review
of MiCA & PRR with input from a diverse
membership group of start-ups, large
companies, traditional finance operators,
innovators and academia.
Academic Advisory Body led a process to
gather data and opinion from non-INATBA
members using interviews, questionnaires and
interactive presentations.
Secretariat lead a series of meetings with
stakeholders to present INATBA policy positions
and convened bilateral meetings for benefit of
INATBA members
/ 12

Many other developments impact DLT
§ Identity – regulations being developed to try and determine what constitutes
digital identity / self sovereign identity and how it can work cross borders
§ Data & Smart Contracts – regulations being explored to determine how ‘trusted’
data can be gathered and how smart contracts can be legally enforced across
borders
§ Standards & Interoperability – what standards can the industry and
governments adopt and rely upon to establish interoperability and vendor/tech
neutrality
Risk of global regulatory fragmentation & arbitrage unless regulators &
industry collaborate

Join us.
Make your voice heard!

Website: inatba.org
To join INATBA : membership@inatba.org

Decentralized

Governance

Electis

Electis is a non-profit organisation and is organising democratic
projects in partnership with cities and organisations worldwide
Electis developed a verifyable and open-source voting solution in
order to enable bottum-up governance on all levels of society
The Tezos Foundation funds our work in the third year
Electis is part of the Start-up program of Scaleway
The electis.app solution is validated through leading experts in the
e-voting field (Microsoft, e-Vote ID, RICE University, Tartu
University and many more…)
Organised more than 15 official elections with more than 20.000
voters and counting.

Electis.app
Safety: Elec ons are secured by storing the results on a Blockchain. This reinforces the safety
of the results and prevents fraud.
Secret ballot: Decentraliza on and end-to-end encrypted vo ng enables Elec s to enhance
the secrecy of the vote
Trust: Secure vo ng and veri ability post-elec on (through e-scrutators)
Independence and transparency: Non-pro t organisa ons working exclusively with opensource technology
Usability: Fast implementa on and user Friendy interface
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Sustainability: Elec s uses only environmentally friendly technologies (Tezos Blockchain,
Scaleway Cloud)

Architecture of Electis.app
VOTER (CLIENT)
TBD: Local encryption of
ballot

Https
Tracke

USER IDENTIFICATION

ELECTION GUARD

DJANGO

Current: Email
(centralized)
TBD: DID / BIOMETRIC

Phyton / Managing
homomorphic
encryption of verifyable
voting

Admin Interface to
setup Tezos and
Electis.app

DID

Smart contract
Details of the Election
Hash of Artifacts
TBD: Guardian details
TBD: Executing Contract (e.g. Buy X if X wins)
TBD: Payment to host Electis directly on Tezos
TBD: Oublishing audit results

Election Artifacts with all encrypted
ballots for external audit

TEZOS

IPFS
Artifacts zip file

Where can we improve decentralized governance?
Interna onal
organisa ons
Elec s is working with
interna onal organisa ons
together to promote democracy
on a global poli cal level.
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During the COP26 the Youth
Cons tuency of the UNFCCC has
voted for their Global Focalpoints
(North and South) on Elec s.app
ab. 6.000 + young voters across
the world were invited to vote for
their delegates.

Migrants and refugees

Universities

Interna onal NGOs and
associa ons

We need to iden fy groups of
people that are structurally
excluded from governance
today.

Universities are a central place
when it comes to learning civic
values and university elections
have been traditionally central to
this.

Elec s aims to increase
democra c governance in all
organisa ons, such as
associa ons and par es.

Together with the NGO Balo ,
Elec s organises elec ons for
migrants and refugees in
Switzerland that are not
Eligible to vote, in order to
make their voices heard.

Electis is supporting the
Université de Paris for their
student elections. Other projects
are ongoing with the Kings’
College London Blockchain
Society and the EPFL Blockchain
Society in Lausanne, Switzerland.

ACCESS in Singapore chose
elec s to elect their council
members in 2022

Electis
City
Neuilly-sur-Seine - pilot project (60,000 citizens, near Paris)
Vic-en-Bigorre (5,000 citizens, near Tarbes)
Zürich and other Swiss cities in cooperation with Baloti
6 Wahlen zu kulturellen und infrastrukturellen Projekten
mit > 20-40 % Beteiligung
Mit Electis e.V. Deutschland wollen wir nun e-Voting auch in
Städte und Kommunen in Deutschland bringen

Electis City
Consultations on the blockchain
1 Step

The
organisa on of
tests and
internal votes

3 participative city

4 e-democratic city

Use in simple, low-stake
elec ons. Gradually
expanding the horizon
of use cases to foster a
culture of e-vo ng

Using Elec s for higher stakes
votes and consulta ons, such
as local referendums,
budgetary decisions and
public infrastructure

Modelled after an Estonian or
Dutch city, fully connected to its
e-citizens.

Building a base of users
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Internal use

2 e-voting culture

Increasing legitimacy in important
decisions in community life.

Ci zens as part of a regular process of local
consulta on and decision-making

Thank

you

Blockstart
Regulation in the decentralized world

Peter Nobels
DAOs
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations
Self

Regulation

Peter Nobels

Kalipo
The future of organizing

DAO Hub

DAO
Decentralized

Autonomous

Organization

Nodes

Protocol

Governance

Members

Censorship resistant

Coordination

Run on top of a blockchain infrastructure like Ethereum or Lisk

For the community, by the community

A mission
The mission
as window
is the dressing
boss

Unilateral
Constitution
terms
management
& conditions

Account
Knowns
holders

DAO

Jurisdiction?
Single jurisdictionWeb native
Office

Management
team
Member managed
Governed
Owned resources
resources

CEOprotocol
Fat

Constructs to steer and protect

Procedural &
Organizational
constructs

Legal
constructs

Tax
constructs

Technical
constructs

Social
constructs

Monetary
constructs

Fat protocol

Public key X

Public key Y

Public key Z

Account

Account

Account

T

T

T

T

T

T

DAO

T

T

T

Public key X

Public key Y

Public key Z

Constitution
Memberships

DAO

TX log
Public key A

Treasury
T

T

T

Public key X

Public key Y

Public key Z

Vote
Constitution
Memberships

DAO

TX log

Democracy

Treasury
T

T

T

… a marketplace (DAO of DAOs)

… a community of account holders

… a legal entity

… a protocol = set of smart contracts

… a shared value set

… a way of organizating

… a shared mission

A DAO as…

… an IT-facility

… an actor

… a common

… a governance & collaboration tool

… a monetary system
… a digital “nation state”

A DAO as…

… being a jurisdiction on its own?!

… a digital “nation state”

Physical nation states

Hong Kong

Netherlands

Estonia

Resident X

Resident Y

Resident Z

Public key Y

Public key X

Public key Z

A DAO as…
… a digital nation state / jurisdiction

… a digital nation state
… a jurisdiction on its own

Public key Y

DAO 1

Public key X

DAO 2

Public key Z

DAO 3

… a digital nation state
… a jurisdiction on its own

DAO 1

DAO
governing
the
Platform

DAO 2

DAO 3

Legal constructs in a ‘digital nation state’

Starting from the requirement that a DAO platform is a digital realm of its own:
What legal issues/challenges should we tackle in this digital realm to…
•

…make it a safe place to do transactions

•

…prevent malicious behavior

•

…provide justice

•

…enforce justice

•

…define general rules that apply to everyone

•

…define the governance of the platform and member DAOs

What can DAOs learn from constucts used in current ‘regular’ jurisdictions?

Legal
constructs

Public
law

Private
law

Commercial
law

Succession
law

Labor
law

Civil
law

Family
law

Contract
law

Procedure
law

Property
law

Civil
procedure

Constitutional
law

Enforcement

Administration
law

Criminal
law

… a digital nation state
… a jurisdiction on its own

DAO
governing
the
Platform
Constitution

On boarding =Accepting the constitution during

Public key A

DAO 1

Public key Y

Public key X

DAO 2

Public key Z

Public key B

DAO 3

… a digital nation state
… a jurisdiction on its own
Memberships

TX log

DAO
governing
the
Platform

Treasury
T

T

T

Constitution
Vote

Public key A

DAO 1

Public key Y

Public key X

DAO 2

Public key Z

Public key B

DAO 3

… a digital nation state
… a jurisdiction on its own

Platform
Constitution

DAO
governing
the
Platform
Hierarchy
DAO
Constitution

DAO 1

DAO 2

DAO 3

… a digital nation state
… a jurisdiction on its own

Constitution

DAO
governing
the
platform

Provisions

Contract
service

Drafting
Contract

DAO 1

DAO 2

DAO 3

… a digital nation state
… a jurisdiction on its own

Constitution

DAO
governing
the
platform

Mediator
Account
T

Treasury
T

T

Mediator
services

T

Treasury
T

T

Dispute

DAO 1

DAO 2

DAO 3

… a digital nation state
… a jurisdiction on its own

DAO
governing
the
platform Arbitrage committee (members)
Treasury

Account

Account

Account

T

T

T

T

Arbitrage
services

Dispute

DAO 1

DAO 2

DAO 3

… a digital nation state
… a jurisdiction on its own

Constitution

DAO
governing
the
platform
Treasury
T

T

T

‘Tax’

e.g. usage of platform

T

Tax
service
Transaction

DAO 1

DAO 2

DAO 3

How to connect DAOs to current jurisdictions?

Starting from the requirement that a DAO-platform is a digital realm of its own:
What are the legal issues/challenges we can expect in relation to the ‘outside’ regular jurisdictions?
•

What policies / additional laws do we ask for?

•

Is there a way to fit a DAO-platform and its member DAOs to one of the existing legal
entities under European Law?

How to connect DAOs to current jurisdictions?

Netherlands

Estonia

Hong Kong

Demand
Ask

DAO 1

DAO 2

DAO 3

How to connect DAOs to current jurisdictions?
Idea 1: only taxation on residents (not on DAOs)

Netherlands
Resident X

Public key Y

€

Estonia

Hong Kong
Resident Y

HK$

Public key X

… a digital nation state / jurisdiction

Resident Z

Public key Z

€

How to connect DAOs to current jurisdictions?
Idea 2: One global tax office

€

HK$

€

Netherlands

Estonia

Hong Kong

Bit
coin

Eth
er

Lisk

DAO 1

DAO 2

DAO 3

How to connect DAOs to current jurisdictions?
Idea 3: Nation state as DAO member

Netherlands
Member

Bit
coin

DAO 1

Estonia

Hong Kong
Member

DAO 2

Eth
er

Member

DAO 3

Lisk

How to connect DAOs to current jurisdictions?
Idea 4: Nation state as a DAO

Netherlands

Resident X

Goverment

DAO
Netherlands
excl membership

Estonia

Hong Kong

Resident Y

Goverment

DAO
Hong Kong
excl membership

Resident Z

Goverment

DAO
Estonia
excl membership

